
static'Tom Sawyer' bandmill

Optional:
Hydraulic log turning' squaring & dogging'

Automatic flitch remover.
Electronic brake (electric version only)'

Complete low'cost sawmill.
Simple foundations.
lOOmm (4") wide blade'
goOmm (36") diam. bandwheels.

One-man oPeration.
Max. log diam. Slomm (32'1.

Log length unlimited.
Electric (or diesel) Powered.
Remarkable value for moneY-

An electric powered 'Tom Sawyer' bandmill at the 5,000 acre

Nationallrust esfate at Ashridge, Bucks' England' The machine

wàs gifted to Ashridge by the Kensington and Chelsea branch ot

the Irust's supporiers' assoc/atlon

FORESTOR
nnton U¡ll, Anton Mill Lane, Andover, Hants' SPIO 2NW, England'

Telephone:Andover(O2æ)3.3r'.142. a-, &
l?iL?."i1?,ã?'3;iÎ*'ou q) {S



The'Iom Sawye/ is a high specification,
heavy-duÇ, professional machine with a
true man-size 1OOmm (4") wide blade,
traditional sized 900mm (36") bandwheels
and a powerful motor for faster, more
efficient and accurate sawing. The nanow
kerf blade produces significantly less
wastage in sawdust than circular saws.
It is a complete low-cost sawmill, able to
break-down and re-saw logs up to 81Omm
(32") in diameter and convert them into
added value timber such as beams, square
edged planks, posts, fencing, cladding,
dimensioned stock etc. - all on the one
machine.

It can of course be used purely as a break-
down mill, in line with other machines, with
the cants conveyed on for edging and re-
sawing.

However the'Tom Sawyer' is used, whether
as a single machine, or the'heart' of a
system, or as part of a sophisticated
mechanised mill, because of its very
affordable capital cost coupled with its
unique features and its low installation cost,
sawmilling will never be more convenient or
more cost effective.

ln its home country, the'Tom Savvyer' has
been chosen not only by commercial users
but also by The National Trust and others
involved through woodland management
with conservation, and those involved in
recovery work caused by the hunicane
damage of 1987 in which millions of trees
were effected.

Overseas, in the tropics, the "fom Sawyer'
is playing an importiant part in converting,
into valuable timber, reject logs and
branches (often bigger than trees found in
Europe) which have up until now been
discarded on the forest floor because they
were considered uneconomic to handle
and transport. The cost of converting these
logs on the main production line was
prohibitive because it would disrupt
through-put. And the cost of setting up a
separate line was also prohibitive.

Now, however, with the very low costs
involved with the'Tom Sawyed, many mills
are finding it profitable to set up a separate
line which can economically handle
previously rejected logs and also handle
specialist production such as very long
logs for boat building etc.
Thus, the "l-om Sawyer' has a role in
conservation by making the most out of
available resources.

Simple Foundations.
Only simple foundations are needed to
support the rails and log bearers. lf
hydraulic log turning is fitted, a small pit is
needed to accommodate the arm below
ground level. All foundation bolts and clips
are supplied.

Low lnstallation Cost.
Because no complicated foundations are
needed, installation costs have been greatly
reduced.

Full Specification Machine.
The full specification 'Tom Sawyer' includes
hydraulic log turning, squaring and
dogging. This makes log handling fast and
effortless, and results in considerably
increased production compared with the
standard version, particularly when sawing
dimensioned stock. Not only does it speed
up production but it also makes one-man
operation easy and takes all the hard work
out of each task. lt all results in increased
profits. And, just as impor.tantly, improves
operator safety and convenience.

Standard Machine.
The standard machine is identical to the full
specification model in all respects except
that it does not have hydraulic log handling.
It is supplied with 2 manual squaring arms
and 4 sets of manual log grips.

Log tuming and squaring - and re-çawing
into value added dimensioned timber -can still be done on the standard machine
but is obviously more time consuming and
harder work.
The standard 'Tom Sawye/, with perhaps
just hydraulic dogging, is ideal for simple
log break-down or thru' and thru' sawing.
(Note: hydraulic log handling can be added
to the standard machine at a later date.)

Hydraulic Turning and Squaring.
There are two hydraulically operated
squaring arms which lie below deck level
when not in use and are hydraulically
raised to the vertical position to act as log
stops and as a squaring device. The log is
rotated by a powerful toothed arm which is
raised from below by an hydraulic ram. lt is
adjustable for smaller or larger logs. lt will
tum faced or squared logs and also logs
which have been sawn thru'and thru'
ready for re-sawing.

Logs can be rotated for system sawing to
produce fully dimensioned timber such as
beams, posts, square edged planks,
rails etc.
(With the'Iom Sawyer', the sawn timber
does not have to be removed after each
cut. When a log is sawn thru'and thru', the
flitches can be left one on top of the other
until the whole log is sawn. The sawn log
can then be rotated through 9Oo, re-
dogged and re-sawn into dimensioned
timber.)

Hydraulic Dogging.
With hydraulic dogging, the two centre log
support beams are fitted with hydraulic
dogs. The two outer beams are fitted with
manual dogs. However, if longer logs are
regularly to be sawn, hydraulic dogs can in
addition be fitted to other beams.
The dogs can be individually held back or
allowed to move by simply inserting
restraining pins. This enables the whole log
to be moved sideways or one end to be
swung to obtain optimum cutting.
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With the first Forestor bandmill we pioneered the
moving horizontal bandmill method of sawing. So
when we designed the Forestor'Tom Sawyer' we
drew on our knowledge and experience, gained over
many years and in many countries, and incorporated
all that we had learned.

We also took advantage of modern developments In

materials and technology to produce a machlne at the
lowest cost possible while still maintaining the
strength, stability and reliability demanded of a real
industrial bandmill.
The Forestor'Tom Sawyer' has been designed to
operate in West Africa, the Far East and other
countries of the world where conditions can be very
tough. But the qualities needed for these conditions
are just as welcome in the more sophisticated sawmill
where the 'Tom Sawyer', served by its own optional
flitch remover and other simple handling aids, can
supplement, or compete with, very much more costly
equipment.
It is not only in the enormous saving in capital cost,
due largely to its unique single column canti-lever
design and method of sawing, that the 'Tom Sawyer'
scores. Because of the complete elimination of the log
carriage and the subsequent saving in power needed
to move it, the'Tom Sawyer' is very economical
to run.

This machine was designed right from the start to be
as maintenance and trouble free as possible: only
proven principles have been used in the engineering.

Since its introduction the'Tom Sawyer' has lived up to
all our hopes and expectations, and proved itself
where it really counts - in customers' sawmills all
over the world.

Automat¡c Flitch Removal.
This latest optional extra takes the back-
breaking work out of sawn timber removal
and cuts out a great deal of unnecessary
manhandling - and increases production.

Like many good ideas it is innovatively
simple. A hinged arm, mounted on the

head rig, slides along the top surface of the
log or flitch as it is being sawn. When the
saw has completed its run, the arm drops
down over the end of the flitch. Then, as
the head rig retums for the next cut it
efiortlessly pulls the flitch back with it and

slides it onto an elevating conveyor for
easy removal or forwarding on a conveyor
system. lf the'Tom Sawye/ is re-sawing
several upright flitches in one pass, the
flitch remover will pull back all the separate
pieces of timber sawn on that pass.

HORIZONTAL VERSUS VERTICAL

The moving horizontal bandmill has many advantages over the vertical
mill:

1. Valuable sawn timber is not damaged by being allowed to hang and
lall.

2. Logs with rotten cores, splits or of non-uniform shape can easily be
sawn.

3. The capital cost of the log carriage (sometimes as much as the head
rig) is eliminated.

4. The weight of the log is carried by static bearers so there is no
problem of log carriage distortion.

5. Expensive foundation costs are avoided.

6. The sawmíll can be easily and quickly set-up.

7. there is no limit to the length of log that can be sawn. (fhe only
limiting faclor is the length of track employed.)

8. Less space is needed.

9. The moving horizontal bandmill is far simpler, conseguently
operation and maintenance is eas¡er and less costly.

10. lt can be used for re'sawing.

1 1. Operators gain proficiency very quickly because it is simpler to
operate.

12. And, perhaps most importantly, it is an accepted fact that the
moving horizontal bandmill is superior for accuracy and quality of
cut.

Until recently, the only advantage of the vertical mill has been the easy
removal of sawn timber. However, with the recent innovations in handling
equipment and in the case of the'Tom Sawye/ the breakthrough with the
automatic flitch remover, this one advantage has been removed leaving
the moving horizontal bandmill the undisputed winner.

As the headrig returns lor the next cut, the flitch
remover pulls the sawn piece oÍ timber back with
it. A simple pull-cord lifts it out ot the way when it
is not needed.



Blade Tension lndicator.
An indicator shows the correct tension, not
only for a 1OOmm (4") blade but also for
smaller widths. This allows for smaller
width blades to be used and also shows
the operator how to compensate by varying
the tension for blades that have become
narrower through repeated sharpening.

Blade and Bandwheel Lubrication.
The lubricant is gravity fed from a central
storage tank onto felt pads running on both
sides of the blade and on the bandwheels.
A simple flow control governs the rate
of flow.

Sawdust Clearance.
Sawdust is blown out through a side chute.
Alternatively the machine can be attached
to a dust extraction system.

Dust Extraction Unit.
A small self-contained 2 bag dust
extraction unit, complete with flexible hose,
can be supplied.

Guards.
Guards are of heavy sheet metal and
conform to current U.K Health and Safety
Regulations. The guards open to allow full
access for quick and easy blade changing.

Track Wheels.
The track wheels are fitted with sealed-for-
life ball bearings.

Ra¡l Cleaners.
Rail cleaners are fitted to keep the rails
clean and clear of sawdust. This helps to
maintain accurate cutting.

Track.
The track is heavy duty RSJ section with a
replaceable steel running suñace.

Dogging Spacers.
These are supplied as standard to raise
small diameter logs by SOmm (2") to gain
maximum recovery.

Manual Squaring.
lf hydraulic log turning and squaring is not
wanted then two squaring brackets are
supplied which slot into the log bearers
and against which a sawn side can be
placed and quickly dogged in a vertical
position. Subsequent sawing will then be at
right angles to the cut edge. For example,
when a log has been sawn thru'and thru',
the sawn timber can be dogged in a
vertical position and sawn again, producing
dimensioned timber.

Manual Log Grips.
These are quick action, cam operated and
self-locking. Four sets are supplied with the
standard model and 2 sets with the full
specification machine with hydraulic
dogging.

Simple to Operate.
No special mechanical knowledge is
needed to operate the'Tom Sawyer'
bandmill. The controls are simple and
function logically. Operators very quickly
become proficient.

Ease of Maintenance.
The'Tom Sawyer' has been designed to be
as maintenance-free as possible. All
bearings, with the necessary exception of
those on the bandwheels, are sealed for
life.

Basic Tool Kit.
A basic tool kit is supplied (and two pairs of
ear defenders).

Useful Log Handling A¡ds.

Cant hooks greatly assist in the turning and
manoeuvrering of logs.

Quick release straps are useful to hold
together logs which have been easily sawn
thru'and thru'enabling them to be rotated
through 9Oo for re-sawing.

Both of these low-cost aids can be
supplied on request.

Mobile'Tom Sawyer' Bandmill.
A fully mobile version of the'Tom Sawyer'
which can be towed on the highway and
right up to the logs for on-site sawing is
also available. Full details on request.

Other Forestor Equipment.
Forestor offer a whole range of sawmilling
machinery for sawmill, forestry and farm
woodland use, plus saw doctoring and
ancilliary equipment - from complete mill
packages to small requisites such as silver
solder.

Forestor, through its woodworking
machinery sales subsidiary Woodmaster
Plc, also supply a range of machinery for
the joinery and furniture trades. Full
particulars of our products are available on
request.



Hydraulic Power.
The hydraulic pump, driven by a separate
2.2kW (3hp) motor on the electric version
and by the bandmill engine on the diesel
version, supplies the power for all the
ancilliary hydraulic equipment. Only heavy-
duty industrial hydraulic equipment is fitted
throughout.

Log Loading.
Log loading on the static'Iom Sawye/ can
be done in many ways. Logs may be rolled
onto the log bearers: lifted on with a fork-lift
truck or similar equipment a scissor hoist
may be used: they may be fed on from a
slightly inclined log deck, inexpensively
constructed of timber or steel, or, if
maximum production is sought, a live
mechanised deck can be used.

Log Capacity.
The Forestor'Tom Sawye/ will saw logs up
to 81omm (32") in diameter. Logs of any
length can be sawn limited only by the
length of track employed. The standard
7.5m (24'6") length of track supplied
enables logs up to 6.1 m (20') to be sawn.

Heavy Duty Professional Machine.
The'Tom Sawyed is an industrial machine
with heavy duty all welded steel
construction. The main frame is re-inforced
intemally with full width webbing.

Single Column Design.
The whole headrig is canti-lever mounted
on a single column which moves along two
steel rails. This design is more
maintenance-free, produces very smooth
operation and is more cost effective.

The precision ground steel support column
is chromium plated for hardness, durability
and rust prevention. Wiper seals are fitted
to exclude dust etc.

Electric (or Diesel) Powered.
The static "Iom Sawyer'can be electric or
diesel powered.

The electric version is powered by its own
22kW (3ohp) three phase, 38O or 41 5V,
SOHzelectric motor with Star Delta starting.
Other voltages etc. can be supplied to
order. lt is supplied complete with
overhead catenary system.

For use where electric power is not
available, the'Tom Sawye/ can be supplied
with a diesel engine. The diesel version
developes 34hp (25kW) at 250Orpm and is
fitted as standard with electric stad, throttle
and key stop control, tachometer (rev
counter) and heavy duty battery.

For situations which are ecologically
sensitive we can supply'quiet' diesel
engines if requested.

Larger power units than standard in both
the electric and diesel versions can be
supplied.

Electronic Brake (Optional on Electric
Model).
An electronic brake unit on the main motor
can be fitted to provide very rapid stopping
of the bandwheels. This electric brake unit
functions when either the normal or
emergency button is pressed. lt stops the
bandwheels in under 1O seconds. ffhis

feature is demanded by regulations in
some countries.)

Infinitely Variable Feed Speed.
The feed and return speeds are truly
variable up to the maximum of 45mlmin
(148ft/min), controlled by the feed lever.
The fufther the lever is pushed fon¡vard
from the neutral position the faster the
machine travels forward. And the further
the lever is pulled backwards from neutral
the faster the retum speed. lf released, the
lever automatically returns to neutral and
the machine stops moving. The feed is very
smooth and sensitive in operation, right
down to the lowest speed.

Bandwheel Drive.

On the electric version, the 22kW (30hp)
main motor drives the bandwheels while a
separate 3kW ( hp) motor drives the feed
and elevation. On the diesel version power
is supplied to the bandwheels through a
heavy duty over-centre industrial clutch,
with the feed and elevation powered by an
auxilliary pump driven by the engine. ln
either version the machine can travel
forwards and backwards, and the headrig
can be raised and lowered, without
engaging the bandwheels. Apart from
convenience, this is an obvious safety
factor. The final drive to the driven
bandwheel is via a heavy duty 4 groove V-
belt drive.

Bandwheels.
The full size bandwheels,900mm (36")
diameter by 9Omm (31/2") wide, cause less
strain on the blade and avoid the problems
associated with small diameter
bandwheels.

Bandwheel Cleaning.
Each bandwheel is fitted with a cleaning
pad and a scraper.

Hydraulic Depth-of-cut Control.
The depth of cut is controlled by
hydraulically raising or lowering the headrig
until the sawblade is in the desired position.
The speed at which the headrig lowers (the
normal direction for setting the depth of cut,
having raised the headrig to clear the top of
the log for the return run) can easily be
adjusted by the operator to suit his
experience and requirements.

Depth-of-cut Setting.
The accurate depth of cut is clearly
indicated on a circular scale mounted on
the machine. The scale has metric
measurements on one side and imperial on
the other. The customer can choose
whichever he prefers.

Man-s¡ze Blade.
With its lO0mm (4") wide blade, it is a true
wide bandsaw, giving better cutting,
greater accuracy, faster feed speeds and
less blade problems than narrower bladed
machines.

High Rate of Recovery.
Its wide but thin gauge tensioned blade,
running on 9OOmm (36") bandwheels,
allows a narrow saw ked which produces
little wastage and gives a high rate of
recovery.

Blade Alignment.
This is achieved by finely adjusting the
tracking of the idler bandwheel by means
of a small handwheel conveniently located
at the back of the machine.

Blade Speed.
The standard blade speed is 3Om/sec
(590oVmin). (Ihis is at 2SOOrpm on the
diesel powered machine.) On the electric
mach¡ne alternative blade speeds ol 25 or
35m/sec (4920 or 689OfVmin) can be
supplied on request

Blade Guides.
Both blade guide assemblies are made of
steel with hardwood inserts which are
individually adjustable for wear. One
assembly is fully adjustable for width.

Hydraulic Blade Tensioning.
The hydraulic blade tensioning, operated
by a hand pump, moves one of the
bandwheels against a coil spring under
compression. The spring protects the blade
from damage due to shock loading.
Tensioning is very fast. There is a relief
valve to avoid overtensioning and a quick
release valve which completely releases
the tension. An isolating valve is also fitted
to ensure there is no pressure loss after
tensioning. The removable handle, which
operates the hydraulic pump, is stored
conveniently on the machine.



T€ch nbal Spec¡fi cat¡ons.

Maximum log diameter (thru'& thru') 81omm (32")

Maximum log length Unlimited

Maximum log length with standard length track 6.1m (20')

Maximum depth of cut 60omm (237¿")

Maximum depth of cut with flitch remover 45Omm (17t/z"l

Minimum blade height from log bearer 75mm (3")

Maximum elevation of blade 635mm (25")

Bandwheel width 9Omm (372")

Bandwheel speed 64Orpm

Blade speed 3Om/sec.(5900ft/min.)
(Altemative blade spæds available on electric mdel)

Diesel power 25kW (34hp)

Electric motor power
(Larger power units can fu supplied)

22kW (3ohp)

2.9m (9'6")Maximum feed speed (foruvard & reverse)

Sawblade width 1OOmm (4")

Sawblade thickness 1mm (19 gauge)

Sawblade length 6.Om (19'87¿')

Bandwheel diameter 9OOmm (36")

lmperial conversions are approximate. Forestor is a registered trademark.

Because we desire to incorporate improvements whenever possible we reserve
the right to change specificat¡ons or design at any time without notice and
without incuning obligation.

4smlmin.(148VMin.) Heightoverall

Wdth overall 3.2m (X0'6")

Length overall a.4m (27'7"1

Shipping: The Tom Sawyer' can be shipped either fully export packed or
in a 2Oft container.

Ihis shows a diesel powered stat¡c 'Tom Sawyer', the ¡deal choice
when a suitable electric supply is not readily or economically
available.

FORESTOR
Anton Mill, Anton Mill Låne, Ando\rer, Hants. SP1O 2NW, England.
Telephone: Andover (02641 33/.1 42.
Telex 928515 Forest G.
Fax Andwer (0264) 334145.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF HORIZONTAL
BANDMILLS & A LEADING MANUFACTURER OF MACHINERY
FOR SAWMILL, FORESTRY & FARM WOODLAND USE.
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